Analysis of the V beta specificity of superantigen activation with a rapid and sensitive method using RT PCR and an automatic DNA analyser.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) by the specific amplification of a DNA target sequence has been shown to permit analysis of T cell receptor usage. The complete repertoire is amplified using oligonucleotide primers specific for each of the known V alpha or V beta regions of the T cell receptor. One of the methods currently used to appreciate the relative quantity of different V chains of the TCR is by coamplifying in the same reaction tube the variable region of one chain together with the constant region of the other chain. We have optimised PCR conditions and analysed PCR products on an automatic DNA analyser facilitating the quantification of the amplified products, avoiding the use of radioisotopes, and allowing the determination of the sizes of CDR3 regions, thus giving new information on the modification of the T cell repertoire. This method was used to analyse the precise V beta specificity of the T cell activation with the superantigen SEB.